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Ahstract
For decades, many academicians have expressed concern about the gap between
themselves and practitioners. In those decades, mueh bas been written about the probable
causes of and methods for narrowing this gap. Despite the dialog and the efforts to narrow
it, the gap remains. This paper explores j(llIr assumptions related to the gap_ We usc
paradigm theory to examine the "academic world" and the "practitioner world" and to
explain how the separate worlds perpetuate the gap. We then propose that academicians
either acceptlhe gap or legitimize the pracadcmic viewpoint. a paradigm that reconciles
the differences between the academic and praclitioner paradigms. Specilic suggestions arC
provided regarding the establishment and development of the praeademic paradigm.

lntroductim,
For many years, it has been acknowledged that management academicians and
management practitioners have different interests (Campbell, Dan. & Hulin. 1982)1 So, it
is not surprising that managemenl academics have been criticized for studying topics of
little interest to and relevance for practitioners (Dipboye, 20(7). For example, Sackett &
Larson (1990) reporl that only 3% o[human resources (HR) research addresses real-vvorld
problems while 84% focuses 011 topics from the academic literature.
Recently, this academic-practitioner gap has received considemble attention in the
academic titeratllJ'e. For example, in April, 200 I, an issue of the Academy of Management
Journal had a special research j()rum on "Knowledge Transfer between Academics and
Practitioners:' A year later. in 2002, The British .Iournal of Management devoted a special
issue to the topic. Then in 2007. the Academy of Managemcnt Journal again addressed this
topic.
The r0eent f(leus, however, docs not mean this gap is new. In 1949, Melion was also
concerned about an academic-practitioner gap and asked social scientists 10 consider the
usefulness of their work (Cetina, 1991). Thcn, thirty years later Susman and Evered (1978)
bemoaned tlie fact that the sophisticated research techniques of that era were not being
used to solve practical problems. Similar concerns exist today (Hollenheck. DcRuc, &
(iuzzo. 2004: Ryncs et aL 20(2). Thus, while much has been written about the rcscarchpractitioner gap, little has changed over the decades. In fact, there is a growing concern
I Although this paper focuses on the gap in management, otha disciphnes, e.g., lll'drkeling" are also grappling
\vith this issue.
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that the gap is widening (Aguinis & Cascio, 2(08). Given the awareness ofthe problem
and the numerous suggestions for bridging the gap, wc ask why the gap has not been
closed. or at least narrowed.
Our premise is that the gap cannot be closed while academics and practitioners cling to
differing views of the world of management. That is. each group asks different questions.
uses dit1Crent methodologies to answer those questions, and generates answers that are
often ilTc1cvant to the other party. This may explain why attempts to close the gap have
failed.
Since the academic paradigm docs not tIt the practitioner's reality, we assert that
academics should stop trying to tit a square peg into a rolUld hole. Instead, we advocate
either (I) accepting the status qllo and stop expending resources on a problem that will
likely never be solved, or (2) deVeloping and legitimizing a thirll paradigm, the
"pracademician" paradigm that can span the two worlds.
In this paper, we tirst review some ofthe academic-practitioner gap literature. This is
followed by an examination of fom assmnptions about the gap. Next, we use paradigm
theory to explain the current dilemma and ttliled change attempts. We then conclude with
recommendations that skm from the realities ofthc situation and that can actually bridge
the two worlds.
The Gap: The Prohlem and Recommended Solutions
We first share some examples ofresearch highlighting the research-practitioner gap.
t<'l11owed by recommendations and effolis to close it. Because so much has been \\Tittcn in
this arca ancl since the focus of the paper is the pracadcmic paradigm, we do not pretend to
nor is it om intention to present an exhaustiw literature review.
Past studics show that academics und practitioners have different viewpoints, For example,
research examining HR professional and l-lR academic journals over the past 30 years
found major gaps between research topics of interest to academics and topics of interest to
HR professionals (Deadrick & Gibson 2007; Deadriclc & Gibson, 2009). This suggests that
too otten academic research provides answers to questions practitioners do not consider
relevant. However, academics contend that their resemch can, in fact, improve
management practice. They believe the problem is that practitioners arc not aware of this
knowledge or are not using it (Jlollenbeck et al.. 2004: Rynes et aI" 2002),
Lack of awareness or usc may be because research findings are not cOl1ullunicatccl in a "\va}'
that managers can understand. Answers may be lost in acadclnic jargon and a litany of
uninterpretabk statistical analyses (Rynes et aI" 2(02). For example, Bartunek & Rynes
\20 I 0) show that articles in top journals are written at the graduate level which may be
inappropriate for many managers.
However, even ifthe findings are clearly communicated and deal with relcvant topics,
practitioners indicate that much academic research is based on narrow, single-sided
approaches that do not recognize or consider the situational parameters and realities ofihe
practitioner's world (Rynes et aI., 2(02). For example, most academics do not address the
difficulties of organizational change when making recommendations. This inciLldes costs
associated with change, resistance (0 change, and possible legal issues, It is no wonder
that academics (and their journals) arc too often perceived as out of touch and having little
to offer. Illustrative is the phrase. "it's academic." meaning that something is
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rnconsequcntial or not practically impOliant. For their pm-t, practitioners contend that the
management practices they usc are sound, even though some may deviate frOlTI academic
recommendations (Rynes et aI., 20(2).
There is no shortage of gap reducing recommendations. These generally have one of three
Ihemes. The tirst deals with what and where academics publish. One suggestion has
researcbers reii'aming hypolheses and questions to appeal to practitioners while
empbasizing practical implications (Aguinis & Cascio. 20(8). This is a valid
recommendation since Bartunek & Rynes (20 I 0) found that 42~;, of the articles they
analyzed did not discuss implications telr practice. However, to gain the attention of
practitioners, the reC01111nencia1ions have to go beyond '~crcating awareness" and "more
training-' "hich arc common recommendations (BartlUlek & Rynes, 2010). Another
suggestion is that all academic articles sholLld start with a "why this is importanl to
managers" section (Ford et a1.. 20(3). Others indicate that academics should spend more
time "Tiling for outlets that practitioners read such as professional association magazines,
the popular press (e.g., the Sloan School of Management's aliiclcs in the Wall Street
Journal), practice-bascd research translations, and trade books (Deadrick & Gibson, 2007:
Rynes et aI., 20(2). A relatcd recommendation is that top journals should have special
practitioner issues, practitioner translation sections, and even make titles more inviting to
attract practitioner readers (Burke, Drasgow, & Edwards. 2(04),
The next set of recommendations ("oclises on improving communication between the two
groups. Sllggestions include: (I) forming closer alliances between mnnagers and academics
to educale m1d in]ell"ll1 each other about mutual areas of concern ami interest (Dcadrick &Gibson., 200T), (2) having academic-sponsored conterenee workshops to brrng academics
and practitioners together to address the gap (Aguinis & Cascio. 2008), (1) developing a
networking web site where practitioners can read summaries of current research and
academics can learn of lield research opportunities anel issues important to practitioners
(Aguinis & Cascio, 2008). (4) forming a consensus about mld then developing alld
promoting a common body ofknowlec!ge that management professionals should master to
lilCilitate communication (Deadrick & Gibson. 2007; Husclid, 2002), anel (5) educating
lnanagcrs ahoul managenleni science and more clearly c01nnmnicating the results ofthjs
science (Dirboye. 2007). These suggestions indicate that academics must understand the
hurdles that inhibit the trans]cr imd application of research by practicing managers and
learn to prescnt their research findings tlHough sources and in ways that resonate with
practitioners (Rynes er aI., 2002).
A third theme of gap-closing recommendatinl1s is (hat each side must become more
involvccl in the "other camp." This might come about if academics and practitioners
collaborate on research to hetter understand the issues of importance to practitioners
(!vlohrman. Gibson, & Mohrman. 2001: Rynes, Jl.1cNatl, & Bretz, 1999). Other
recommendations involyc encouraging academics to spend nl0re time in organizations.
One way to achieve this is to modify graduate training to include nIst-hand experience
witb organizations (Aguinis & Cascio, 2008; Bennis & O'Toole, 20(5) while another is to
establish executive-faculty J11cntoring programs or academic-in-residence positions
(Deadrick & Gibson, 2007). Finally, managers have also been encouraged to close the gap
li'OI11 their side by developing knowlcdge from and linking with the academic community
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(Dcadrick & Gibson, 2007), Although these are creative ideas and recommendations that
should work and some organizations such as Society for Human Resource Management
and Society for Organizational and Industrial Psychology includc both academics and
practitioners, they have not suHiciently narrowed the gap,
Assumptions About the Academic-Practitioner Gap
To explain why the gap has persisted despite attention and etTorts to close it, we present
four assumptions about the gap, We assert that focus on the academic-practitioner gap may
be unwarranted due to the nature of the asslLmptions upon which it is based, 2
1. Tile Gap is llIeallillgflll
Consider that managcment has been practiced f,)r thousands of years prior to academics
becoming involved, For example, management played a role in building the pyramids and
there are even mmmgement tips in the Bible, e,g" Do not delay payment of a hired man's
wages (Lev, 19: 13), Also, today's practitioners seem to be gelling along Jine with the
present level of academic research they are using and may have more knowledge than
previously thought For example, Rynes ct aL (2002) tested whether practitioners knew
key IIR-related research Jindings and found that most FIR professionals had scven
mispcrceptions, They cited this as evidence ()f a gap and a need to dose it, Yet, this was 7
"errors" out of a total of 35 items resulting in a respectable score of 80% (plus it is
arguable whether several of the research tlndings cited truly represent best practice), This
indicatcs that HR professionals are reasonably in-t une with relevant rcseareh-findings, and
so the knowledge gap might not be meaningttllJy large which means there is little need to
address it
2, There is (I Body of Knowledge
The second assumption is that there is a "body of knowledge" for practitioners (and that
having practitiollers use it would mcaningfully close the gap and improve business
practices)] While there has been considerable discussion o1'lhc value ofereating a body
oflmowledge bascd on scientific evidencc (evidence-based m,magcment), Pfeiler and
Sutton (2006) concede that it is more of an ideal than a reality since there is so mueh
eont1icting literature and since there are so m,Ul), implementation issues, Also, one must
question whether there is a body of management knowledge or a merely a collection of
useful management lips, For example, that specific goals are more elleetive than general
goals was given as an example of evidcncc-basec!management (Rousseau. 20(6),
Academic researchers vicw as part of their mandate to create knowledge, However,
knowledge is more than a collection of isolated facts, It involves a critical analysis and
synthesis of Duelings resulting in a comprehensive understanding of relevant phenomena
(Dipboye, 20(7), By and large for the management literature, this has not been done, Part

,

~

We recognize tbat exceptions to our generalizations exhl. Howe\"er, space imillltions and rC~ldabilit.y issues

prevenl us 1'1"0111 addressing these exceptions, although some vvill be prcscntl.':d in footnotes. Vole believe that
even after considering slich e);'ception'. the points we raise are valid.
'This is not to say that there aren't certillcalion or other prognulls for practitioners thal contilin a body of
knowledge, e.g., IhlIllan Resource Certificmion Institu1e.lntorestingly. !fth(,.~se certitlc3tion programs meet
practilicmer needs and if the source the body kn()\vledge does not inc lude the acackmic lilcf<lturc, then
academic research is !lot needed to improve to practice,

or

or
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ofthe dilemma with the "knowledge creation mandate" is that if academics are always
creating new knowledge. \\lho is going to organize it into SOllle mcaningf:lIl and usable
t(Jrmat? With the possible exception o[ the Annual Review series or the Annals ofthc
Academy of Management, academic journals (including special editions around given
topic areas) arc simply collections ofatiiclcs that are rarely integrated. Is it rcalistic then
t'1f academics to expect practitioner's to scan through an estimated 4J)OO management
journal articles to lind what they need, organize and integrate it, and then apply these
rindings It) their speci fie situation?" I f they cannot or do not, academics signal this as a
gap. Yet, academics have not successfully integrated their research into onc comprehensive
and comprehendible whole "fuse to practitioners. In liKe lme could argue that given the
lHU11ber ofarticies and the penchant [or new contributions, any meaningful synthesis is
impossible I Even texts, which attempt to integrate 1lndings, are usually not that useful to
practitioners since they present the material in a simplille(L lincar, univariate, topicoriented way which docs not reflect the world in which practitioners lJpCrate.
3, Academics arc the 0111y Experts
Academics lament that practitioners do not use their findings, and there is some empirical
support for this since only 1% of practitioners report reading aCCldcmic jOlU'nals (Rynes,
Brown & Colbert, 2002). I!owever, the underlying assumption is that academics arc the
experts; tbey know the truth and there1(Jre know what is best for management practitioners.
Thercfmc, the burden of c1l1sing the gap lies with the practitioner. However, is this really
the case? Who is the expert, the academic or the practicing manager?
The answer to this questioo is debatable and the question itself could be considered
irrelevant. That is, Rousseau (2006) argues that is the quality of the information. not the
source, that should be most important. Academics arc likely more expert in understanding
theory and research methods. Practitioners, on the other h,md, are likely hcttcr at dealing
with the current environment. That is, academics cou.ld he considered the experts when it
comes to "in theory," \vhile practitioners may be the experts whcn it comes to "in reality."
So, academics arc not "the" only cxperts and practitioners may hm'C the expertise to make
sound decisions and run organizations with their cmrent knowledge of academic research.
Consider, ((,r example, the well-founded rebuttal by a fOYlner Senior Vice President of HR
to a research "truth" about tbe characteristics to look for when hiring (cited ill Rynes ct aI.,
20(2). Despite what has been published in academic journals, he astulely observed that
sometimes conscientiousness might be a morc valid selection criterion than intelligence for
organizations that hire only bighly and homogenously intelligent recruits, and thus
experience range restriction along the intelligence construct. He correctly observed that
what academics consider a ·'truth," experience has show11 to be a "maybe."
AdJitio11al support for the argument that academics arc not necessarily lhe only experts
comes limn taking an economist's approach to the gap. An economist might argue that if
academic research answers were better, then practitioners would adopt them. Economic
theory also suggests that popular DOll-academic trade books arc seen as allswering
practitioner ql1cstions since ifthcy didn't managers would not buy them. Although
academics may rate sl1ch books as un1<lUnded fluflthat ircquenlly provides con1licting
This vcry rough estimate is based on the number of outlets for management related articles listed in
Cabell's and aSSWllCS 1\\'0 issues per year viith five articles pCI' issue.
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advice (Pfeller & Sullon, 2006), if managers bllY them, academics must ask whether (1)
managers are being duped (i.e., academics arc the experts), or (2) the books are useful,
(i.e., academics do not have the corner on truth, and managers are also the experts and
know what they need).
Finally, comparisons of topics published O\'er the last 4S ycars in industrial-organizational
(10) academic journals with those published in 10-related practitioner-oriented
pUblications found that the academic research that helps generate a body of knowledge
meaningfully lags management trcnds (Aguinis & Cascio 2(08). Based on their Endings.
these researchers conclude that in the future organizational scholars will likely not creale
nor represent the culling-edge for practitioners. managers, and pUblic-policy makers.

4. The Current Gap-Closing Recommendotions Will Work
For a moment let liS accept the assumption that thc gap is a serious problem and that it
needs to be closed. The ltnal assumption to be addressed is that the vcry logical
recommendations proiTered to date and listed above can close the gap. Unfortunately, this
is not likely as evidenced by the numbers of years people have been trying to close the gap.
Although many may try to close the divide, no permanent meaningful change will ever
take place because the recommendations don't address the root of the problem: diftering
parauigms,
Paradig!ns
The academic-practitioner gap can best be understood through the concept of paradigms
elucidated by Thomas Kuhn in lhe Structure ofSciel1lific Revolutions (11)%). A paradigm
is a view of the world and how it operates. For example. Kuhn disclLsses the revolution that
took place whcn Ptolemy's paradigm, a geocentric vicw of the universe was superseded by
Copernicus' paradigm, a heliocentric vic\v. In lnanagemcnt. this Inay be akin to \vhcn the
seientiEc management view \vas superseded by the human relations movement.
Kuhn explains that a science typically gocs llu'ough several phases bei()re entering a
mature (paradigm) stage. A science !irst passes through the pre-paradigm stage where
dit1crcnt schools vie for acceptance by attempting (0 answer relevant questions lLsing
different theories and (ools. The approach that best answers posed questions becomes
dominant and codified in text books. Typically, a paradigm cannot answer all questions
posed (0 it. This may lead to another paradigm becoming dominant.
It is dimcul! to determine whether either academic or practitioner management is in a pl'eparadigm stage or is a mature science. However, this is of less relevance than the bel that
lhe two paradigms are difTercnt. Below we outline some major tenets of each paradigm,
how there arc legitimate reasons fe)r each paradigm. and thus why cft()rts to bring the two
paradigms into lUlion will never work.
The Academic Paradigm
Today's academic paradigm of 11l'Ulagement is quite different lrom that of the
5
practitioner·s. However, this was not always the case. Prior to about 50 years ago,
business schools were viewed as bcing little more than trade schools. They were criticized
~ We recognizt: that there are excellent practitioner publications in ,\,'hich some academics publish, that some
Jcadcmi<..' research focuses on practil:al issues in real-vmrld scHings, (IIlU that some aC;tckmi(;s also work as

consultants. However, we none-the-less believe the present narrative represents an accurate description of the
academic paradigm.
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and looked dc)WIl upon by faculty in otl1er disciplines for not conducting scientific
research. One could argue that at that time. there was a single paradigm where hoth
academicians and practitioners focused on similar problems using similar mcthods.
In an effort to becomc "legitimate," business schools adopted the current paradigm where
faculty conduct "scientific research" (see Tahle 1 for a summary of the academic
paradigm). According to the A/\CSB (2008). ClInent business school policies focus all
publishing basic research in scholarly journals. Approximately 43% of business school
cleans repOli that research is at least ifnot more important than teaching. The result is
almost 1,900 English-language business journals publishing more than 15.000 articles per
year! Yct, these articles arc typically intended for other academicians trying to advance the
knowledge of theory and often give only "lip-service" to the connection with, impact 011,
and practical usc ufthe research for practitioners (Markides, 20(7). This is supported by
Bartnnek & Rynes' (2010) finding that only 58'% "fthe journals they studied have an
implications-for-practice section. Next. as academics developed their paradigm. ille topics
they investigated and the methods they used diverged further and further fr0111 those of
interest and relevance to practitioners. c.g., the LIse of student subjects and the lililurc to
address time mld money issues. The academic model and reward structure encouraged
research on what was feasible ,"crsus what was needed.
The academic paradigm is characterized by insulation through isolation. One infamous
term used to describe academia is the "ivory tower" It depicts removal fimn the world in
,\Il elite setting. This occurs as academic employment, raises, and tenure are primarily
based on publishing basic research in top academic journals lor otber academics resulting
in a foclis on "knowledge" for the sake ofkllowledge. Consistent with the image of the
ivory towel'. the academic reward structure typically contains no aecountabi lity to
practitioners or any rigorous or measLlfed assessment of the academic' s cont!'i bution to
management practice. Thus, consistent with reinforcement theory, there is no extrinsic
motivation lell' "cademics to close the gap.I'he "ivory" partnfthc paradigm is reflected in
aeadcmici,Uls seeing thcmselves as the experts, possessing the truth. Academics contend
that managers are performing sub-optimally to the extent they are not aware of or arc not
using their research findings.
The academic paradigm is aiso characterized by a long-term, delayed focus. This is
rctlccted in academics' career path. Earning a doclejratc takes many years. This is followed
by a probationary period, typically six years, to gain tenure. Then promotion to full
professorship takes at least another live years and is generally based on research output.
This long-term locus is also rct1eelecl in academic research where it typically takes years to
develop ideas, test concepts. and ultimately publish the results. This may explain why the
yearly evaluation of rcsemch output may cover a multi-year period. The time lag can he so
great that by the time research is published, the issue may no longer be relevant, if it ever
was. In summary, we ar,; not asserting that the academic paradigm is bad, but that it is
inherently dilYerent than the practitioner paradigm and that this difference creates the
reality of the permanence ofthe gap.

Tile Practitioner Paradigm
The practitioner paradigm is characterized by two ccntwl imperatiycs: bottom-line
performance and recognition ofthe importancc of time (sec Table 1 for a summary of the
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practitioner paradigm). Anything that docs not directly contribute in a timely manner is
seen as having limited value. first, the bOllom-line fOCllS retlects concerns for increased
productivity, lowered costs, greater market share, and higher earnings. Practitioners need
solutions to their organizations' problems and demand actionable answers. They look to
those olTering solutions for assurances that their recommendations will work. Thus, they
latch on to the popular press where consultants provide recommendations, promise
success, and share cases whcre the consultant's ideas have saved the day. In addition,
because ortheir impact on the bottom line. the practitioner is concerned about issues such
as initial cost, case of implementation, resource rcquirements, payback period, legal issues,
etc.~issues that are rarely addressed ill the academic literature. Practitioners are evaluated
and rewUflkd for improving productivity and the bottom line since the last quarter, not on
thc extent to which they are aware of and use academic research 6
The second key characteristic of the practitioner paradigm is that they are more likely to
consider the impact of time-JYamc on a decision. This results in mmlHgers having a time
horizon that is shorter than the academic ideal. Even when a practitioner takes a long term
perspective, the time trame is likely to be speciiied. According to Zacarro and l3anks
(2004) mid-level excClltives shilt between a "long-tenT)" time frame between two and live
years and a "short-term" time frame between one and two years while lowcr level
managers have a time frame bet ween one week and a year. The common reality is that
practitioners, especially those at the lower and mid IeYels, have problems that need to be
solved now (or, at least within a specitled time period). This situation is rdlccted in the
analogy afthe farmer who is not able to drain thc swamp (long term) because he is up to
thc neck in alligators (short term). In fact. the long term perspective of top management
advocated by academics may be viewed with disdain by a micl- or lower-level manager
who must solve today's problems now.
Two Diverging Paradigms
Paradigm coniliet is evident throughout society for example, Republicans and Democrats
are political parties and both deal with governing; but they have ditTering views, values,
and philosophies which put limits on the extent to which as a COUll try, we will ever be able
to "reach across the aisle." We contend that the same thing is true for management. Both
academics and practitioners arc concerned with management, but they havc separate and
otten opposing paradigms. However, unlike politicians, management practitioners and
academicians do not have to work together.
Although they have used different terms, e.g., perspective, others havc hinted attbe
existence of differing paradigms (Rynes et aI., 2002 ; Ford et ai., 2003).7 Jobns (1993)
stated that the two groups have diiTerent frames of reference in making sense of the world
of work; and others have noted that the types of information believed to constitute valid
"This is not to say thlJt all tlrms ignore academic rcseuTch or that all practitioners do not interact \vit11 or
engage in joinl \york ,vitll acndernicians. Furthermore, \ve recogll ize that practicing managers could benclil
from learning and using managcn1\;nl principles, and that some academics are ciJ.pilble of helping a firm
improve its management practices. Rather, we are making general statements about th~ paradigm.
"7 As \Vc discuss later, man)-' rcsemchcrs have alluded to the differences bctv,"cen academics and practitioners
by saying they hay\; dillerent "perspectives.'· A paradigm is more encompassing than a perspective in thnt a
perspective describes the current viewpoint while a paradigm also addresses thi;.' pJst (how and \vby the
perspective developed) ,md the future (how and why 11K', perspective l11<1y change).
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bases for action arc difterent (Beyer &Trice, 1982; Shrhastava & Mitron; 1984).
Others have also noted thai academics and practitioners have different goals and values
(Powell & Owen-Smith, 1998) along "jth dilTcrent external commnnities that provide
validation (Beyer & Trice. 1982). For example, acadcmics have each other and the
AACSB: whereas. practitioners have owners and stockholders. Even many academic
administrators acknowledge the differences. I\n AACSB (200S) survey found 1ha163.7%
oIueans claim that eacb group (academics and practice) has its own distincl standards .
priorities, ·and guiding principles. All of these observations coalesce to support our
assertion of cliiTering paradigms. Thus, we conclude that because of the differences in the
two paradigms, academicians and practitioners have little in common cxeeplthat they arc
concerned with ·'management." [n conclusion. while the dilIerenccs between academics
and practitioners have been noted, we believe there has been little recognition of their
i rrcconciJabi Ii ty.
These c\itTering perspectives help explain the $ J 5 billion. 1),S. consulting industry, part of
which eml be seen as an attempt to close the gap (I'llI'd ot. aI., 2(03). Another billion
dollars is spent each year by managers 011 business books-very lew or which are written
by academicians. For example, in 2001 and 2002. only 10 percent oflJusiness Week's
"Top Busincss Gunks" was authored by academics (Ford c1. a1.. 2003). One reason for the
large consulting and trade book markets is that whereas academics state things in timid,
careful. tentative ways that do not inspire confidence. consultants stale their opinions in
powerful, certain, guaranteeing ways, Even if there may be little empirical support behind
their assertions, they "provc il" with examples where their ideas were responsible for
L11nazing success. There arc even differences in basic vocabulary hetween acaclclnics and
practitioners (Rousseml &: McCarthy, 2(07). For example, academics usc the word theory
(0 mean a general statement of causa] conditions underlying a phenomenon that can be
subject to test. Practitioners. however, lise the word theory to mean an abstractioll not
directly ticd to the real world,
IYlly the Gap Will Remain
Some academics (and we) believe the academic-practitioner gap may never be eliminated
(sec Rynes et a1.. 2001) because oIthe irreconcilable differences separating the two groups,
Perhaps, the llnmcrous attcmpts to close the gap just serve to comfort academics and give
lhem a leeling that at least they are doing something. However, 011ee one tmderstands and
accepts the reality of1he conJlicting paradigms, it becomes clear why none of the typical
suggestions discussed above will \york. We share several bricf examples to illllStrate lhis.
First, if academics' goal was to educate practitioners, then they would change wbat they
research and how they communicate their fmdings to "larget" practitioner outlets. Yet,
despite the [act that HR Magazine has a huge circulation of over 250 thollsand. there arc
strong institutional factors penalizing writing for this publication, Spccitically. praclitioner
publications arc Dot highly ranked (if at all) and there«)J'c typically arc not given much
weight l'or tenure and pay raise purposes. Despite any desire to close the gap. the academic
paradigm contains little incentive l'or doing so. Thus, consistent with reinforcement theory
prcdictions (if a hehavior is not rewarded it will not be done), most academics SbW1
practitioner outlets. Motivational theories also explain why so thv books USellll to
practicing managers have been written by academics (Ford et a1., 2003). Although trade
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books written by academics may, in l~lCt, bc better, and evcn though they might educate
practitioners, because these books do not represent rigorous, peer-reviewed research, they
do not count in raise, tenure, and promotion decisions no matter how many practitioners
read them, So unless the underlying reward structurc changes, academic "knowledge" will
not make it to the masses,
Second, acadcmics aren't rewarded for dcveloping a body of knowledge, but only for
dcvcloping ncw theories as opposed to replications ,md applications of old ones (Eden,
20(2), This emphasis on new may preclude a suHlcient body of knowledge fl'01l1
developing as academics move from onc new theory to the next. As a side note, this is all
interesting paradoxical sel1~indiclment of academics' criticism of consultants, who they
claim constantly hop trom onc tad to the next, Third, academics are too vested in tbcir
current paradigm because so many academic careers arc bascd on it. As such, meaningti.i1
changes won'! take place ullless an anomaly occlirs to shake the paradigm's iOllndation
(e,g., a scathing govenunent repo11 or, a significant drop in enrollmcnts),
What to Do
Only a meaningful, systcmatic change can bring about any permanent results; the current
paradigms arc too comfortable and too entrenched for anything less (Markides, 2007), Too
many are happy with the status quo and believe that a paradigm shift would create
unfavorable consequences, Given the reality of the two opposing paradigms and the lack of
success so far in closing the gap, what then is to be done? We share the following two
options,
Option one is to ignore the gap, This can be done by accepting the gap's existence or
attributing lillle importance to it. This option would let academics and practitioners pursue
their own paths by accepting ditlerenccs as natural and legitimate, To whatever extent they
collahorated, learned li'ol11, or inl1uenced one another, would be finc.
Option two involves the establishment of a third paradigm that WOLlld span the two
existing paradigms, "a pracadcmie or applied academic paradigm (sec Figure 1)8 Here,
praeadcmicians would focus their attcntion and efforts 011 applying theory to help solve
real organizational problems, The pracademic paradigm represents '1 return to the original
purpose oflalld grant universities, Lc" provide upper level education to the masses and
generate lmowledge to address questions and problems of society, This original mission is
WilY academicians teach, do research, anel engage in service, i.e" use expcliisc to help
solve communitics' problems (Van Dc Ven, 20(7),
The foundation for this third paradigm is to view business schools as professional schools
(Bennis and O'Too!c. 2005), The mandate of this paradigm then would be to help students
apply thcoro1ical knowledge and elevelop skill sets (versus acquiring information per se)
and to personally help organizations improve (versus create or expound on thcory), Thus,
rather than aligning research n1ethouo]ogics with sciences like chetnistry or geology,
management faculty would follow approachcs used in medicine or law. For example, in
both medicine and law, many who write journal articles also practice or directly consult
those who do, This mecU1S that although those who adopt this third paradigm may use their
theoretical background to do traditional academic research, the primary focus would be
~ This id~a is not nc\v, but the label is. III fact, some academics and institutions use this paradigm. -Y'et we
feel that a lilbcl is rcquir~d to encourage further discussiun and legitimization.
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sol ving real-world problems,
This approach would also help close the "knowing-doing" gap and force faculty to stay
current in their field (Pfeffer and Sulton, 2006), It would also foster the usc of evidenccbasee! management since only thosc theories that have been scientifically tcsted that arc of
practical value to practitioners would be considered,
This tbird paradigm recognizes the fact that academicians have two target markets: other
academicians and practitioners, Thus far, they have been meeting the needs of the !lrst
group, pr6viding leleas and references for other academic projccts, \Vith respect to
practitioners, however, academics have generally ignored the needs of the market and
simply produced the product they wanted to produce and expected the practitioner to "buy
it" The third paradigm, howevcr, focuses on the practitioner target market
I'racudcullicians, using their theoretieallUlowledge, would cvaluate ancl determine what the
practitioncr wants ancl needs, ancl then, using advanced knowledge and scientific research,
scck to provide it

Specific Suggestions For the PNlClldemic Paradigm
Clearly, this third paradigm could only be developed and succeed with sufttcient validation
and reinforcement at various levels, At the academic level, there needs to be a paradigm
anomaly, something like a Carnegie or Ford foundation report tbat takes academia to tusk
tilr ignoring crucial, real-world problems and that mandates the cstablislmlent of and
thereby providing legitimization 10 the pracackrnic paradigm, It was the 1959 foundation
reports, in the elrsl place, that caused the monumental shift in the academic paradigm in
husiness schools that stili exists today (Dennis amI O'Toole, 200S),9 Next, there needs to
be the legitimization or the paradigm hy the i\;\CSfl or another accrediting body, In their
"2008 Impact of Research" task force r(poli, the AACSB cloes stress the need for research
to help solve real world problems (AACSD, 20()B); however, we believe that their
recommendations do not go nearly far enough to support the establishment of the
pracadcmic paradigm,
Third, at the individual busincss school kvel, pracatlemic achievements would
need to bc seen, evaluated, and rewarded similar to academic contributions, Thus, part of
the job description and expectations for evaluation would be professionally "getting out
into the community"-perhaps through business consulting (Dennis & O'Toole, 20(5), By
extcnsioll, part of the external review for promotion and tenurc would include practitioners,
Also, at the business school leveL universities must be willing to change the nature
ofundcrgracluatc instruction if they want to adopt the pracadcmic paradigm, This change in
instruction should help close the undergraduate'S knowing-doing gap, Traditionall'h,D,
training emphasizes "knowing" ollen at the expense of "doing," So, too often
ltlldergraduatcs do not have the opportunity "to do" since the focus is on knowing, This
isn't surprising given that most texts represent the traditional acadcmic paradigm, Tn a
pracadamican's classroom using a pracadcmic text, students would use theory to solve
problems, This implies that student learning would revolve aroLUlcl projects and
9 lJnfDrtunatcly, the J9<-)0 report by Boyer, Scho/al'shi[l Reconsidered: Prioriiies oftht!
\\'11ch took a ll10re inclusive vie\\,' ofscho](]f.:.hip. didn't have' till' same impact a~ the 1959

Prl~resso!'iate.

rcpoli.
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simulations. That is, they would be taught how to deploy evidence-based managcment.
Next. to facilitate the adoption of the third paradigm, it would be important to
intervene at the point of paradigm indoctrination~the doctoral program. Doctoral
students who wal1t to become pracademics would receive a modified education to
appropriately orient and train them in the praeademic paradigm. One option for doing this
may already exist...the Doctorate of'Vfanagemcnt (D.M.). The D.M. degree is an applied,
professional doeturatc based on an interdisciplinary program. Much ofthe coursework is
lhe sam,' or similar 10 a Ph.D., but the program stresses the application of management
theory and research (0 real-world situations. Gradua(es from such programs could succeed
in either academia or in practice.
Some academics have concerns regarding the level of rigor of D. tv!. programs and
refer to such professional degrees as a "Ph.D. Lite." This is not surprising since the
pracademician represents a paradigm shift and potential threat. Of course, to ensure rigor
and quality, the AACSB or some other group would need to set standards for and accredit
these programs, as is done in the UK (Neumann, 2005). Along with appropriate standards,
the role of the degree wlluld need to be clarilled and new curricula wOlllcl need to be
developed. There exists an evolving body of research OJ] the role and form ofthcse
programs that would be helpful in this process (Neumann, 2(05).
The professional doctorate is meeting otherwise unmet needs as evidenced by the
tiret that not only have these programs developed alongside traditional Ph.D.s (Boufllc[,
Katz, & Walson, 20(0), but they have been growing in popularity in both the llK and
Australia over the past 20 years (Neumann, 2005). One rcason may be that D.M.-minted
facully have a greater application-oriented teaching format which meets the needs of MBA
students. There has been some concern that current research oriented lilCulty are not
providing MBA stndents wilh an education that will help them survive and contribute in
the real world (Bennis and O'Toole, 200S). A pracadcmie could help overcome this
knc)\\ing-doing gap.
Our use of the term "practitioner" suggests a homogeneous group. However, this is
!lot true since tilere arc many practitioner groups. That is, managers' needs vary by
industry) organizational size, and manager position and the pracademic \vould have to

address these differences. For example, 'TIR practitioner" could refer to the HR VI' at Ford
or the llR manager al Joe's Hardware Empmiull1. The Ford VP likely has an IvlBA and is
in an organizational context that would allow tor a long-term perspective. Thus, this person
may be interestecl in more strategic initiatives; whereas, the HR manager at Joe's is
won-ied about how to get enough cashiers for the Christmas season. Unlortunatcly, the fact
that the practitioner markct is multi-segmented is something that seems to be ignored by
most rescarch to date.
At tirst glance, the pracadamieian sllunds like a consultant. While a praeaciimielcll1
will probably consult, he isn't a consultant because the praeadimician tries to practice
evidence-based management while. the consultant tries to sell services. /\Jthough the
example might not be representative, ptelTer and Sulton (2006) present a rather
unJ1atlcring view of consultants. We quote, " ... a senior.partner in a large consulting firm
commented that the business process rccngineering work his tinn had done was one of the
bestlhings that had ever happened. First the fIrm made a lot of money doing the
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recngineering consulting; then it made even nlOre money frlHn the sarne clients because it
turned out (hat many of the "unnccessary" people removed during r(engincering elIorts
had iniact been doing necessary work. The result was that his own consultants were then
hired (0 do that same work,·, ,of course, at a t~'lT l1igher wage ratc than the peoplc they
rcplaced. "
Summary & Conclusion
We helieve our contribution is two-fold. First. we belicv'c tbcre is value in
questioning some oflhe assumptions surrounding the acadcmic-practitioner gap. We have
questioned whether (1) The gap matters since both academics and practitioners have
survived and can survive (or even thrive) without each other, (2) There is a body of
knowledge lor practitioners to acquire, (3) Academics have the corner on truth, and (4) The
recommendations to close the gap will work. Second, we believe there is vallie in giving a
namc to an approacb, alluded to in the literature. that will not only address the academiepractitioner gap, but also address the knowing-doing gap (Pren"r & Sutton, 199()) and help
mo"vc to\vard evidence-based ll1anagcmcnt. . the pracaocmlcian.
In the absence of developing and legitimizing the pracademic paradigm what will
happen in the future') The answer is most likely nothing (i.e., the first option by default).
Most academic research will still be irrelevant to practitioners and 1110st faculty willno(
use an application-oriented teaching tormat.
Neglecting the pracacicnlic paradigm may prove dangerous for the aeadenlY. T'I/fost
students touay do not go 10 college lelr knowledge, but to be "certifIed" as ready ,mel able
to pcrt(lfln an occupational illllction. As such, schools operating from the traditional
academic parauigm may i(lce fierce competition from for-profit institutions whose
cmriculum is (advcl1iscd to be) relevant to the real world. Such institutions advertise
t'lculty with real-world experience and claim that the relevant knowledge conveyed will
help students get better jobs, increase their earning potential, and be more successful in the
workplace. Should this lead to a decrease in enrollment [[ttraditional universities, they may
be forced (0 include the pracademic paradigm into their model to sunive.
Closing the [[endemic-practitioner gap involves changes by one or both parties.
Decades of attempts has shown that closing the gap is vi11ually impossible because or the
divergent paradigms. The pracacicmic paradigm avoids the problem because it attempts to
bridge tbe gap, not close it.
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Figure 1. The Pracademic Paradigm
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